Special thanks to the Scripps Institution of Oceanography’s Whale Acoustics Lab.

To learn more about the marine mammals featured in this concert, visit...
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Meghan Welsh - voice and saw
Bonnie Lander - voice
Ryan Adams - drums
Jenifer Powers - cello
Kathleen O’Neill - flute

Caroline Miller - the expression process
Adam Tinkler - concert percussion, saxophone

ENSEMBLE

George Cramb
Vox Balanze (1971)

SIO Whales Acoustic Lab

Inspiration of Oceanography's research vessel Powell and Coat Jumps of the
Pramnipp impressions by the ensemble and sounds collected in cooperation with the ships

3. Toddler Stripes/Belugatorius musillus
2. The Humpback Cub's Guests, Breccia, Blob and Ice
3. Sounds, Stories and Songs from the RV Roger Revelle

Caroline Miller and Adam Tinkler

Whaleworks (2014) world premiere

John Cage

Litan for the Whale (1980)
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SONGS OF THE WHALE
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Fridays, February 21, 2014, 8pm CMC Theatle